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You are thinking about moving your base to Australia?

Well in such a case it will be a better option to ship all your goods to Australia instead of buying new
ones from there. However there are certain things that you need to know before sending freight to
Australia. If you keep in mind and follow these pointers, you will avoid any hassle while delivering
your freights.

Delivering freights which has products that consists any plant or animal product is completely
denied in Australia. Hence do not try to deliver an item which has dairy products, fish or meat, fresh
or canned food or even seeds. You can however import any household or personnel things.
Australia gives utmost importance to agriculture and it would not allow any kind of freight products
which carry disease in it which are potential threat to their crops.

While sending freight to Australia you need to be very specific about mud, dirt and even soil. There
are lots of diseases that come along with the dust of footwear, fishing tools and many other such
things as Australia is basically an island and they are very cautious about it. It is essential for you
check that the things are completely clean prior to giving it for shipping. Every freight which is
destined to international location undergoes a custom check. In case they find any flaws in your
package you have an option of cleaning your items by paying for it. If not then you can send it to
your hometown again.

Hiring a professional would be a smart option prior to planning freight to Australia. They will help you
know all the things in details what you need to pack or what you need to avoid. Even if you have to
pack any food stuff for the freight you will be informed the same by the professional. However it is
advisable that you avoid packing nay food stuff for shipping it to Australia. The next thing you need
to be cautious about is the shipment company whom you would hire for your freight to Australia
services. You would not want your precious items to be misplaced, hence it is essential to hire
dependable service provider.

You will want your shipment to Australia to be safe and fearless. While shipping valuables you might
also have few things which are important to be declared by the respective officials. There might be a
need for the officials to check the quality of the items and see whether they are infected or not. One
good thing that you can do is to make a complete list of the things as well as possessions which are
packed in the box.

Do make sure that you pack your things in a proper manner. Make use of space in the containers
wisely and do not overstuff it. With this it becomes simple for you as well as the custom officials. If
possible make use of fresh containers while delivering your freight to Australia. There are chances
of soil being present on the old boxes and thus might also get rejected.

Do not make use of hay for packing your items instead use bubble wrap. Hay might have the dirt
while bubble wraps are clean. If you do not want to leave your pets behind and want to ship those to
Australia then be ready for a trip to quarantine. This might take a time of minimum one month. It
usually depends on the previous vaccination given to your pet.
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